Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The sub-ventricular zone (SVZ) of human brain, recognized as the primary location for nurturing neural stem cells (NSCs), also provides a sustainable ground for the development of matured Glioblastoma (GBM) tumor cells^[@CR1]^. The GBM tumor ecosystem is highly heterogeneous and complex, which also accompanies with multiple non-tumorigenic cells, e.g., quiescence, apoptotic (or necrotic), normal neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes^[@CR2]^. The glioblastoma stem cells (GSCs), a distinct sub-population within the GBM tumor ecosystem, show phenotypic plasticity and develop intra-tumor heterogeneity within GBM tumor cells. GSCs are also considered to be the major cause of tumor recurrence, and establishment of the lineages of drug-resistant tumor cells^[@CR3]^. It is reported in a recent finding that the mosaic expression pattern of *NOTCH* receptor gene (a non-RTK surface gene/protein) and its downstream reaction cascades are also interesting to realize the phenotypic plasticity and the development of intra-tumor heterogeneity of GBM tumor and tumor initiating stem cells^[@CR2]^.

Notch signaling pathway, which is commonly known for the maintenance and proliferation of the adult neural stem cells (aNSCs) in the neurogenic niche of SVZ, is also implicated in the proliferation of GSCs^[@CR1]^. It suppresses the neurogenesis and gliogenesis by targeting the expression of bHLH transcription repressor proteins HES1-7 and HEY1, 2, L, which in turn help to maintain the self-renewal of aNSCs/GSCs by suppressing the transcriptions of the differentiation genes^[@CR4]^. On the contrary, the other component proteins of Notch pathway (e.g., NOTCH1, RBPJ/CSL, NICD1, γ-Secretase complex, etc.) are observed to be over-expressed in the differentiated astrocytes and GBM tumor cells^[@CR5],[@CR6]^. Moreover, how Notch pathway reprograms its functional mechanisms to trigger the differentiation processes in aNSCs/GSCs, despite being the gate-keeper of the maintenance of stem-like cells, is unknown hitherto. Previous reports suggest that several cross-talk pathways can manipulate the Notch signaling to suppress its effects from the self-renewing processes of aNSCs/GSCs and trigger the differentiation of normal cells or astrocytomas^[@CR7],[@CR8]^. Also, the mechanistic regulations through which the cross-talk molecules influence the dynamics of Notch pathway and help to sustain its dichotomous nature between stem cells renewal and differentiation (i.e., neurogenesis and gliogenesis) processes are also not clearly understood yet.

Various experimental analyses have corroborated the existence of the driver genes/proteins (e.g., P53) causing de novo tumorigenesis, but a follow-up study is essential for studying their functional relationships with core Notch signaling network to understand the regulation of self-renewal and phenotypic plasticity of GSCs, and the development of primary tumor cells^[@CR9]^. Simultaneously, the molecular processes which trigger the formation of neurosphere from normal aNSCs or the GSCs present in the GBM tumor population are also required to be studied^[@CR4]^. Moreover, the underlying mechanisms of Notch pathway regulating the differential hierarchy to develop different grades (low and high grades) of primary GBM tumor cells are also not explored yet. More importantly, previous reports also suggest that a mixed population of GBM tumor cells belong to high or low grades along with other cell lineages (e.g., neurons, astrocytes, quiescence cells, etc.) in the tumor niche and impose significant hurdles in GBM therapeutics^[@CR10]--[@CR13]^. Hence, there is a genuine need to understand the molecular events responsible for the development of phenotypically distinct tumor cells with different grades, phenotypic plasticity and self-renewal of tumor stem cells, and the emergence of heterogeneous population of tumor cells in the same grade of tumor cells.

The molecular mechanisms through which the phenotypic plasticity and stem cell renewal processes of GSCs are regulated could be explored with higher resolutions by analyzing the proliferations and differentiation dynamics of aNSCs and GSCs in an in-silico environment. Moreover, the differential hierarchy established by GSCs to develop the heterogeneous groups of matured GBM tumor cells within the similar grade of tumor could also be dissected by utilizing "cancer stem cell model" proposed to describe the emergence of intra-tumor heterogeneity^[@CR10],[@CR14]^. In this work, it is hypothesized that understanding the molecular mechanisms of Notch and its cross-talk signaling cascades may help to shed light on these unexplored phenomena in more details and could solve various unanswered questions related to neurogenesis and GBM tumorigenesis^[@CR15]^.

Hence, by considering the dynamic activities of Notch and its cross-talks pathways, in this present work, predictive mechanistic models are developed for the analyses of the underlying mechanisms of neurogenesis and GBM tumorigenesis. The underlying molecular processes of Notch and its cross-talks pathways are attempted to be explored by using computational modeling approach, which in turn helps to assess the governing principles working behind the self-renewal, differentiation, apoptosis, and cell growth arrest (i.e., quiescent state) of aNSCs/GSCs or GBM tumor cells. Also, by assessing the variances in the expressions/activities of the genes/proteins considered in the individual tumor cells, this work is competent to dissect the underlying mechanisms working behind the emergence of different sub-types and heterogeneous populations of GBM tumor cells. Based on these basic understandings, these models are further implicated to perform futuristic predictions of the transformation of low-grade astrocytoma to high-grade GBM, and the chances of occurrences of heterogeneous populations of GSCs and matured GBM cells in the GBM ecosystem. Apart from these analyses, the developed models are also used to explore other fundamental aspects of neurogenesis and tumorigenesis, for example, what are the molecular mechanisms driving the excess rate of apoptosis of aNSCs observed during neurogenesis?^[@CR16]^. Is there any role played by Notch pathway during apoptosis and cell growth arrest (or quiescent state) of aNSCs/GSCs? Does P53 mutation hinder the neurogenesis or other cellular differentiation of GSCs? What are the main component proteins of Notch pathway, which form the regulatory switch to regulate the differentiation of different cell lineages from aNSCs/GSCs?

The models are developed to predict the probability of the emergence of GSCs within the normal neurogenic niche and identify the driver proteins responsible for the development of different tumor sub-types. The chances of developing different grades of primary GBM tumor cells from GSCs or mutated astrocytes cells are also quantified and further applied as a personalized approach to detect the risk of early onsets of GBM tumor with appropriate grades (or sub-types). A novel scoring technique is introduced here for quantifying the risk of the tumor development by considering the genetic variances of the individual patients as inputs. Moreover, a novel approach is developed for in silico perturbations analyses to perform the assessments of targeting multiple combinations of proteins on the developed models. The implication of this approach would help to screen and identify potential molecules for target-based GBM therapeutics.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Mechanistic model of aNSC developmental dynamics correctly captured the probable fates of the adult neural stem cells {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mechanistic model for simulating the aNSC renewal and differentiation dynamics was constructed by translating the biochemical reaction cascades of the reconstructed Notch and its cross-talk pathways into a system of coupled logical equations (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The input of this model is the binary expression states (1 or 0) of all the input molecules (i.e., proteins and metabolites) (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), which could be obtained from the transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics data describing the expression or activity (e.g., ON/Up-regulated and OFF/Down-regulated states) levels of the input molecules in aNSCs. In such case, the modeling strategy will be more closed to the context (e.g., cell lines) specific simulation of the individual biological cells (see Supplementary Information).

On the other hand, the binary states of each input molecules can be considered completely random during simulation. In this work, one of the objectives of developing the logical models was to explore the activities of all possible combinations of the input molecules on the development of normal and tumor cells. Hence, the initial values (binary states) of all the input molecules were considered randomly to simulate the aNSC model and thus the developmental dynamics of aNSCs under the exposure of a variety of input signals were analyzed. The expected outcomes of this model simulation were the probable appearances of common phenotypic plasticity and stem cell regeneration processes observed in the developing aNSCs present in the SVZ of human brain^[@CR17]^.

The simulation outcomes of aNSC model with highest Shannon entropy score (1.456 Shannon) had produced multiple cellular states in the steady state or attractor space (Supplementary Fig. 1A). The observed cellular states were further considered as different cell lineages of normal brain cells, such as quiescent, neural stem cells, neuron, and astrocytes progenitor cells (Supplementary Fig. [1B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The temporal expressions of the marker proteins mapped with each cellular state are shown in Supplementary Figs [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. It was observed that a large number of attractors had active pro-apoptotic marker proteins expressed in the steady-state, which in turn caused a large numbers (more than 50%) of cellular states to undergo the apoptotic state in the attractor space (Supplementary Fig. [1B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This result justifies the previous experimental outcomes, where it is shown that most of the aNSCs undergo apoptotic state during the normal stem cell developmental process to maintain a sustainable population of aNSCs in human brain (see Supplementary Information)^[@CR16]^. Followed this, further studies were performed to extract the activation signals (i.e., inputs), which trigger either the apoptotic cascades in the developing aNSCs or divert the stem cells towards the development of other cell lineages. A novel scoring parameter named "Activity Ratio (AR)" score was introduced for this purpose (see Supplementary Information).

The activity ratio (AR) scores were computed for each of the input proteins of aNSC model simulation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The AR profile showed that during the normal neural cell development, the aNSCs which constitutively expressed the wild-type P53 protein (AR score = +1.44) but did not express Notch pathway inducer proteins, such as APH1A, NCSTN, PSENEN, JAG1, DLL1, etc. may undergo apoptotic process due to the active P53 pathway and inactive Notch signaling cascade (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrasts, it was observed that the aNSCs, which had expressed all Notch pathway inducer proteins and active wild-type P53 protein (*TP53*), were able to produce CCND1, CCND3, and CDK2 for maintaining the stem cell renewal process followed by the expressions of pro-apoptotic proteins (e.g., BAD, BAX, NOX, PUMA) mediated by P53 pathway (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It was also seen that aNSCs with P53 deficiency (or inactive P53 with AR score = −1.44) and inactive Notch pathway inducer proteins as well as with active EP300 and inactive DTX1 proteins had lost the stemness property and differentiated into neurons or NPCs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the development of bi-potent cells (aNSC/NPC) with the markers of both aNSCs and NPCs were also observed in the simulation outcomes if the developing stem cells had P53 deficiency but had both the active Notch signaling and EP300 proteins (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Activity Ratio (AR) scores of the input molecules of (**A**) aNSC (**B**) GSC and (**C**) GBM Model simulations. The AR-scores of each input molecules were calculated for every cellular state. TP53 protein was found as mutated in the "GSC Model" simulation. On the other hand, while simulating "GBM Model", TP53 protein was found mutated along with increased activities of RBPJ+/+, JAK2+/+ and STAT3+/+ proteins.

Further study was also performed to find out the reaction motifs within the Notch signaling and its cross-talk pathways which were getting influenced by these different combinations of inputs (or activation) signals and finally induce such phenotypic plasticity during aNSC development (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Hence, it is proven from these analyses that the stem cell renewal induced by Notch pathway and its antagonistic effects exerted on P53 pathway is useful to maintain the regenerative property of the stem cells (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. On the other hand, the P53 mediated pathway is found to inhibit the Notch pathway activation in various cells, which in turn proves the interplay between these two pathways in the regulation of apoptosis and cellular development^[@CR20]^. Simulation outcomes of aNSC model also agree with this experimental evidence, in which P53 activation is found to be associated with the increased apoptosis and suppression of aNSC regeneration induced by Notch pathway activation. The counteractive axes formed between P53 and Notch pathways are required to maintain the proper balance in the population growth of aNSCs within CNS^[@CR16]^. Also, it was observed from the AR profile of aNSC model simulation that the activation of the Notch pathway inducer proteins with constitutive expressions of JAK2/STAT3 proteins were responsible for the development of astrocytes progenitor cells (ASPCs) originating from the aNSCs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The molecular reaction mechanisms identified in the pathway model also revealed that the interaction between Notch target proteins HES1, HES5 with JAK/STAT pathway promoted the expression of GFAP protein, a known marker of glial cells, such as astrocytes (Supplementary Fig. [1A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})^[@CR21],[@CR22]^.

P53 mutation induces the development of glioma stem cells (GSCs) from proliferating aNSCs {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was observed from the AR profile of aNSC model simulation that if the inducer proteins of Notch pathway (e.g., APH1, RBPJ, MAML1, etc.) were constitutively active (AR score = +1.44) and simultaneously the P53 protein was inactive (AR score = −1.44), then the self-renewing aNSCs will undergo towards the development of GSCs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, it was observed that the probability of this combination (i.e., protein activities) was infrequent in proliferating aNSCs, and thus the normalized frequency obtained for proliferating GSCs was lowest in the simulation outcomes (Supplementary Fig. [1B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The reaction motif responsible for the development of GSCs from aNSCs is shown in Supplementary Fig. [5D](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Furthermore, another new model was constructed by introducing the P53 mutation (i.e., keeping it at constitutively inactive state) and the identified reaction motif of GSC development (Supplementary Fig. [5D](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) in the original aNSCs model. This new model was named as GSC developmental model, in which the developing GSCs with P53 deficiency and with the reaction motif of GSC renewal process were exposed to variety of input signals during simulation (see Supplementary Information). It was observed that P53 mutation in GSCs did not influence the developmental dynamics of the stem cells and the cells still retained its self-renewal and differentiation properties like aNSCs. Simulation outputs of GSC model (highest Shannon entropy 0.852 Shannon) were able to exhibit the similar phenotypic plasticity and self-renewal properties observed in the neurogenic development (e.g., neurons, astrocytes, quiescent cells, etc.) of aNSC model, except the development of apoptotic cells (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Apoptosis was missing in this simulation due the induction of P53 mutation in the GSCs.

Cross-talks of active notch signaling with JAK/STAT pathway in developing GSCs promoted the development of glioma cells {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Further analyses of AR-scores revealed that increased activities of JAK2 and STAT3 proteins including the core Notch pathway proteins were able to stimulate the GSCs differentiation towards the development of mutated astrocytes without any apoptotic break (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These cells were further identified as the astrocytomas or low-grade glioma (LGG) by assessing the expression pattern of the corresponding marker proteins. This observation clearly indicated the origin of primary tumor cells (LGG) developing from P53 mutated GSCs in the GSC model simulation. Hence, to capture the effect of phenotypic plasticity of GSCs in which JAK2/STAT3 proteins are constitutively active, a new model was further formulated by introducing P53 mutation and over-expressions of JAK2 and STAT3 proteins in the cells used for GSC model simulation (see Supplementary Information).

During the simulation of this new model, the mutated GSCs were exposed to a variety of activation signals just like the previous aNSC and GSC models. The simulation outcomes had shown that the GSCs did not lose its phenotypic plasticity despite of having over-expressed JAK2/STAT3 proteins and was still able to generate NPCs. It was also able to maintain its stemness property and simultaneously produced different types of mutated primary astrocytes or glioma cells in the steady state (Supplementary Fig. [1B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Therefore, this new model was named as general glioma model. It was further observed in general glioma model that the LGG phenotype or cellular state could be further characterized into two sub-types of primary glioma cells *viz*. LGG-I and LGG-II states. It was found that in LGG-I (i.e., ASPC differentiation) cellular state, none of the high-grade GBM cells markers, e.g., MYC or TENASCIN-C proteins were highly expressed (Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). On the other hand, in LGG-II sub-type (i.e., ASPC differentiation with GSC renewal), the increased activity of the protein TENASCIN-C was only observed, which in turn made this tumor sub-type more proliferative (due to stem-like property), aggressive, and lethal than the LGG-I sub-type. Apart from these low-grade glioma sub-types, differentiating GSCs were also directed towards the development of primary (de novo) high-grade or "Grade-IV" tumorigenic cellular state in the general glioma model simulation (highest Shannon entropy score, 1.164 Shannon). Grade-IV GBM state had higher abundances of both the metastatic and aggressive high-grade GBM marker proteins MYC and TENASCIN-C (Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). After analyzing the AR-scores of the input molecules, it was observed that YY1 transcription factor was one of the driver proteins associated with the development of Grade-IV tumorigenic state in the simulation and eventually formed a nexus of the transcriptions regulatory genes associated with tumorigenesis and metastasis. These overall simulation studies on aNSC, GSC, and general glioma models had revealed the underlying molecular reaction mechanisms in Notch signaling pathway through which the phenotypic plasticity and self-renewal processes of aNSCs or GSSs are regulated during the developmental stages (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Increased activities of JAK2/STAT3, RBPJ, YY1, γ-Secretase complex and P53 mutation promoted the development of primary high-grade GBM {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM tumor states of general glioma model, increased activities of JAK2/STAT3, RBPJ, MAML1, YY1, γ-Secretase complex (APH1, NCSTN, PSENEN, PEN2) and mutation of P53 were observed as a minimal number of deregulations (total mutations, μ = 10). Hence, a new model was built by constitutively expressing Notch pathway molecules (RBPJ, MAML1, γ-Secretase complex), JAK2/STAT3 and YY1 proteins and by mutating P53 protein in the GSCs to simulate the differentiation of primary GBM (Grade-IV) cells, and observed how much the model simulation having these higher number of mutations induce the development of GBM cells. As expected, in this new model the mean normalized frequency of the Grade-IV GBM tumor state was found comparatively high (Mean 0.094 ± 0.003 S.D.) as compared to the normalized frequency of (Mean 0.002 ± 0.0005 S.D.) primary Grade-IV GBM cells observed in general glioma model. Thus, this new model was named as high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM model. A comparative study, performed to analyze the changes of the mean normalized frequency differences of different cellular states observed in general glioma and Grade-IV GBM models, depicted significant changes in all scenarios (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Comparative analyses of the normalized frequencies of cellular states observed in general glioma and Grade-IV models. Normalized frequencies of the cellular states representing (**A**) Quiescent cells; (**B**) NPC Differentiation; (**C**) LGG-II vs. Grade-IV tumor cells; (**D**) ASPC Differentiation or LGG-I; and (**E**) GSC Renewal/ASPC/NPC Differentiation states observed between general glioma and Grade-IV GBM models are compared here. The simulations of all the models were replicated 100 times (N = 100). Data represents the means ± S.D.; \*\*\*P-value \< 0.001.

In the Grade-IV GBM model, the normalized frequencies of quiescent cells and the differentiating NPCs were found to be significantly reduced in numbers (Fig. [2A,B](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the normalized frequencies of differentiated ASPCs (LGG-I state) and the cellular state "GSC Renewal/ASPC/NPC Differentiation" were significantly increased in the Grade-IV GBM model as compared to general glioma model (Fig. [2D--E](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A significant increase of LGG-I cells depicted the possibilities of the presence of spatiotemporally distributed, genetically distinct, heterogeneous populations of differentiated astrocytes cells within the high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM tumor niche. Most often these cells (LGG-I) progress to form high-grade (Grade-IV) glioblastoma tumor cells and cause poor prognosis of the patients^[@CR23]^. It was observed that in the general glioma model, although a significant difference between LGG-I and Grade-IV cells (Supplementary Fig. [1B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) exists, no difference was found between LGG-II and Grade-IV cells (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrasts, the simulation outcome of high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM model showed a significant differences between the frequencies of the two states: LGG-II and Grade-IV. A higher number of Grade-IV tumorigenic cells were observed, which in turn justified the redirection of low-grade GBM cells towards the high-grade state in this high-grade GBM model (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Origin of intra-tumor heterogeneity and distinct sub-types of GBM tumor {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The state transition graph (STG) of the logical model developed for general glioblastoma development (GBM) was used to identify the initial and transient states (or cells), which were eventually redirected at either the singleton (i.e., fixed-point) or periodic (i.e., cyclic) attractor states. Here, STG was used for representing the differential hierarchy established by the tumor stem cells during its proliferation and differentiations. In the steady state level of general glioma model simulation, the constructed STG contained 26 distinct groups of clusters, each of which was associated with either fixed-point or cyclic attractor states or sometimes both (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Analysis of one such cluster extracted from the STG showed that the developmental dynamics of the tumor-initiating mutated GSCs were able to develop any of the three different sub-types of GBM *viz*. LGG-I, LGG-II and Grade-IV^[@CR11],[@CR24]^ (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3Stage transition graph (STG) of the development of distinct sub-types of GBM. The Red and blue nodes represent the initial and transient cellular states of the general glioma developmental model. It shows that starting from a group of common tumor-initiating cells (red colored nodes), the tumorigenic developmental process leads towards distinct grades (sub-types) and heterogeneity in the GBM tumor cells. ASPC and ASPC/GSC refer the cyclic attractor states "ASPC Differentiation or LGG-I" and "GSC Renewal/ASPC Differentiation or LGG-II" respectively, whereas GBM refers the cellular state corresponding to "GSC Renewal/ASPC Differentiation/GBM Development or Grade-IV" cellular state.

In this STG, the basin of attractors contained the critical nodes (e.g., C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, etc.) at which the transient states were separated and proceed towards different cellular states (i.e., LGG-I, LGG-II, and Grade-IV). The critical nodes in STG, such as C1, C2, C4, and C6 are the nodes, at which the stimulated GSCs undergo asymmetric cell division and produce distinct sub-types of GBM cells. On the other hand, C3 and C5 represent the critical junctions during the development at which the transient tumorigenic stem cells perform symmetric cell divisions and produce heterogeneous group of tumor cells belong to different grades of GBM tumor (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For example, there were total 14 distinct heterogeneous groups of Grade-IV GBM tumor cells (periodic attractor states) obtained in the simulation of general glioma model, which had shown different protein activity patterns at the steady state (periodic) of the simulation (Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Comparative analyses of the activity patterns of the pathway molecules were performed successively to extract essential marker proteins whose variations of expressions were creating heterogeneities within the heterogeneous population of Grade-IV tumor cells.

This STG helped to track the small but effective fluctuations within the tumorigenic stem cells, which significantly contributed to the emergence of different cell types, grades and the intra-tumor heterogeneity previously observed in the GBM tumor cells niche^[@CR2]^. For example, after the critical junction at C1 in STG, it is visible that the developmental paths lead to either ASPC (LGG-I) or GSC/ASPC (LGG-II) cellular states via the transient node C2. Otherwise, it can also be attracted towards high-grade GBM (Grade-IV) states via C3 junction (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, by comparing the protein activity profiles of the transient nodes C2 and C3, it was revealed that transitions from low-grade GBMs (LGG-I or LGG-II) to high-grade GBM was possible if the cells had increased activities of the proteins YY1, C-MYC, CYCLIN-D1, CYCLIN-D3, etc. Comparing C5 and C6 nodes, the similar expression pattern of the proteins behind the origin of high-grade tumor cells was also observed. Moreover, to assess the molecular heterogeneities within the GBM cells, all the different 14 attractors states observed in Grade-IV tumor state were compared with each other, which in turn helped to understand the origin of the heterogeneous groups of GBM tumor cells (Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Understanding the bias of the outcomes of different cellular states under different conditions {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The probabilities of occurrences of different cellular states were not homogenous in the attractor space. For example, in Grade-IV GBM model, the normalized frequency of Grade-IV tumor cells was comparatively higher than LGG-II, whereas, in the general glioma model, these two cellular states did not have much difference (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Here, it is hypothesized that the intra-cellular network, through which the activation signal flows from the ligand and receptors to the marker proteins via the cytoplasmic and nuclear molecules, plays crucial roles to determine the bias towards a particular cellular state during development. During the flow of such signal, which is imposed on a cell at the time of cellular development, a set of signaling molecules (or proteins) alter their activity/abundance (ON/OFF states) patterns rapidly and relay the signal to the transcription factors in the nucleus. Hence, it could be considered that the activities of different ligand molecules, the complicated topology of the intra-cellular network, and the presence of several intrinsic and extrinsic fluctuations (e.g., mutations, over-activation, phosphorylation, etc.) were the critical factors behind the emergence of cellular heterogeneities in the attractor space. It is evident that if higher numbers of alteration of the molecular activities are required for reaching a particular cellular state or phenotype, then a cell has to perform multiple chemical reactions. It will eventually increase the overall costs for the cells at the developing stage and thus decrease the probability to reach that particular cellular state. Hence, to quantify the effects of diverse molecular events (e.g., chemical reaction, physical interaction, translocation, etc.) associated with the development of different cellular states, a novel phenotype cost function (ψ~*C*~) was defined in this present work. It was defined as the summation of the average rate of changes of the activity patterns of all the pathway molecules (i.e., the signaling cost) and the mutational cost associated with that cellular system (Supplementary Information).

Analyses of the phenotype cost function were found to be very much useful to understand the bias towards the determination of particular cell fate during neural stem cell maintenance and differentiation processes. The violin plots depict the comparative analyses of the distributions of the average cost values associated with the cellular states "NPC Differentiation", "ASPC Differentiation (LGG-I)", "GSC Renewal/ASPC Differentiation (LGG-II)", and "GBM Development (Grade-IV)" cells observed in aNSC (non-tumorigenic), general glioma and high-grade GBM (tumorigenic) models (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). It was observed that in the non-tumorigenic, adult NSCs model, the overall median costs to produce the differentiated neurons (NPCs) was significantly lower than the costs required for producing differentiated astrocytes cells (ASPCs) (Fig. [4A,B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This result was validated with the previous observation, which suggests the higher amount of neurogenesis happens in the adult neural stem cell niche in SVZ^[@CR25]^. Whereas in the general and high-grade GBM models, the total costs for reaching the ASPC differentiation state at the steady state level found to be reduced significantly, which in turn proved the previous experimental finding, which has shown the higher number of matured astrocytes cells also exist in GBM tumor niche^[@CR26]^. Hence, it is proven that the induced mutations, e.g. P53 knock-out, and increased activities of JAK2/STAT3, RBPJ, YY1 proteins, etc. can divert the normal functioning of Notch pathway in the aNSCs from undergoing the stem cell renewal or neuronal differentiation processes to the development of mutated, differentiated astrocytes cells^[@CR26]^.Figure 4Violin plots of the total phenotype cost function or total costs calculated for different cellular states. Comparisons of the median and the probability density functions of the cellular states (**A**) NPC Differentiation and (**B**) ASPC Differentiation observed in aNSC, general glioma, and high-grade GBM models respectively. In high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM model, the median costs for reaching the differentiated NPC and ASPC cells are opposite to each other. In adult NSC model, the median costs for reaching the differentiated NPC cellular state is lowest compared to the others tumorigenic models. In contrasts, the required total cost is significantly lower in the tumorigenic GBM model as compared to the non-tumorigenic aNSC model. Comparative analyses are also performed between the total costs required for reaching the LGG-II and Grade-IV tumor cell states in (**C**) general glioma and (**D**) High-grade GBM models.

On the other hand, while performing the intra-model comparisons of the total costs required for LGG-II and Grade-IV tumor cells, it was observed that in both the tumorigenic (i.e., general glioma and Grade-IV GBM) models, the median total costs required for developing Grade-IV tumor cells were comparably lower than the LGG-II cells. Although, the median difference was not very much high in general glioma model (Fig. [4C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), but it was found to be significantly higher in high-grade (Grade-VI) GBM model. Hence, it proved that to reach the Grade-IV tumor state in comparison to the LGG-II cellular state at the steady state level, the high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM model requires less cost than LGG-II cellular state. This result also explained the previous observation that why the Grade-IV tumor cells were observed with higher normalized frequency in the high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM model (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Applications of phenotype predictor scores to predict the appearances of cellular states {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The normalized frequency (*P*~*C*~) and the total phenotype cost function or total cost (ψ~*C*~) required for reaching a particular cellular state (*C*) were the two main parameters, which showed to regulate the outcome of a specific cellular state during the cell fate determination process. It was observed that the probability of occurrences of a particular cellular state was directly proportional to its total frequency and inversely proportional to the phenotype cost function. A novel scoring function "Phenotype Predictor Score (Θ~*C*~)" was introduced here by defining this function as the ratio of the total frequency to the total phenotype cost function associated with the cellular states. The distributions of the frequencies (*P*~*C*~) and total phenotype cost function (ψ~*C*~) of all the cellular states in the attractor space followed normal distributions with different variances. Hence, the probability density function of this newly defined score (Θ~*C*~) is the joint probability distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({{\rm{\Theta }}}_{C}=\frac{{P}_{C}}{{{\rm{\Psi }}}_{C}})$$\end{document}$ of the ratio of two multivariate normally distributed variables and the shape of the resultant distribution is a fat-tailed Cauchy-like distribution (Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})^[@CR27]^. A detailed description of this distribution including its mathematical expression is provided in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

A higher value of phenotype predictor score of an arbitrary cellular state signifies the greater chance of that cellular state to appear within the attractor space. The mean values with 95% CI (calculated using Fieller's theorem^[@CR28]^) of all the cellular states (total 12) observed in all the four aNSC, GSC, general glioma and Grade-IV models are provided in Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. It was observed that the mean phenotype predictor score (mean 147.688, 95% CI \[146.630 148.747\]) of the "Quiescent" cellular state was lowest in the highly mutated Grade-IV GBM as compared to the other models. This result was also in accord with the previous observation (Fig. [2A](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), in which lower normalized frequency of quiescent state was detected in Grade-IV GBM model as compared to general glioma model (Fig. [2A](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, it can be stated that the percentage of quiescent cells will be less in the heavily mutated tumorigenic niche (i.e., Grade-IV GBM cells) as compared to normal neurogenic niche (adult NSCs). A similar result was also observed for "NPC differentiation" state, which showed that in the same tumorigenic niche, the heavily mutated tumor cells were least influenced (mean 40.372, 95% CI \[39.804 40.940\]) to differentiate into matured neurons as compared to normal aNSCs in the neurogenic niche. The score observed for GSC renewal (mean 0.193, 95% CI \[0.163 0.224\]) state was also higher in the GSC model as compared to the aNSC model (mean 0.100, 95% CI \[0.078 0.124\]). A comparative analysis of LGG-I, LGG-II, and Grade-IV cellular states observed in general glioma, and Grade-IV GBM models revealed that the phenotype predictor scores for all of these cellular states were comparably higher in Grade-IV GBM model as compared to other model simulations. For example, the score observed for Grade-IV cellular state in general glioma model was less (mean 0.970, 95% CI \[0.873 1.066\]) as compared to Grade-IV GBM model (mean 29.414, 95% CI \[28.875 29.955\]). Thus, the induced alterations of the protein expressions in Grade-IV GBM models accelerated the growth of LGG-I, LGG-II and high grade (Grade-IV) glioblastoma cells, which in turn helped to predict the chances of occurrences of the oncogenic cells in the tumor ecosystem.

Based on these observations, it was ascertained that the phenotype predictor score could be used to highlight the possible outcomes of the specific grade of tumor cells in the tumorigenic niche and could be a good estimator to quantify and assess the heterogeneity of glioblastoma tumor cells. Hence, after its successful executions on the master tumorigenic models (i.e. general glioma and Grade-IV GBM), it was interesting to analyze the performance of this novel scoring function to detect and quantify different grades and molecular heterogeneity of tumor cells present in the tissue samples, collected from the individual glioblastoma patients. Here, the general hypothesis was that given the molecular expressions (e.g., transcriptomics, proteomics, etc.) data from the individual glioblastoma tumor patient or cohort, the phenotype predictor scores calculated for the tumorigenic (e.g., LGG-I, LGG-II, Grade-IV, etc.) and non-tumorigenic (e.g., Quiescent, NPC differentiation, apoptosis, etc.) cellular states from the tumorigenic model would be able to predict the chances of occurrences of tumor cells and the corresponding grades. The RNA-Seq transcriptomics data, available in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data portal, extracted from the P53 mutated low (TCGA-LGG) and high grade (TCGA-GBM) tumor samples cohorts of glioblastoma patients (Supplementary Table [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) were used here for the case study to assess the potential of the developed models for identifying tumor grades by using the newly introduced estimator, "phenotype predictor score". A detailed description of the entire methodology used in this case study is provided in Supplementary Information.

A case study with the low and high- grade glioblastoma patient's cohort {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The transcriptomic profile of the transcripts of 9 out of 53 input molecules was found (Supplementary Table [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) in the differential expression analyses performed on the RNA-Seq data extracted from the cohort of P53 mutated, low-grade glioma (TCGA-LGG) tumor samples available in TCGA data portal. Using this TCGA-LGG transcriptomics data as inputs in the master aNSC model, a new simulation is performed to calculate the normalized frequencies of the observed cellular states (see Supplementary Information). At first, the new values were compared with the normalized frequencies obtained for each cellular state in the master aNSC model. After that, Chi-square goodness-of-fit test was performed between the normalized frequencies observed for each cellular state in the new simulation (observed data) versus normalized frequencies observed for each cellular state in the master aNSC model (expected data). This statistical test showed significant differences between the expected and observed data, which in turn proved that the transcriptomics profile extracted from the TCGA-LGG cohort did not indicate the development of normal neurogenesis of adult NSCs (Fig. [5A](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For example, due to the imposed induction of the proteins (such as P53 mutation, and increased activities of DLL1, DLL3, etc.) in the new model, cellular states "Apoptosis" and "NSC/NPC/Apoptosis" were not found in the attractor space. On the other hand, the normalized frequencies of the cellular states "ASPC differentiation" and "GSC renewal" were found in higher numbers in the TCGA-LGG transcriptomics data model of aNSC. Hence, it proved that the neural stem cells having transcriptomics profile of TCGA-LGG cohort were more inclined to the development of glioblastoma stem-like (GSC) and mutated astrocytes or tumor cells (ASPC).Figure 5Comparative statistics of the normalized frequency distributions observed for different cellular states in master aNSC and general glioma models with and without the inputs of TCGA-LGG and TCGA-GBM RNA-Seq expression data. (**A**) A significant difference (Chi-Square goodness-of-fit test, P-Value \< 0.001) is observed in the normalized frequency distributions while comparing the effect of TCGA-LGG expression profile in aNSC model simulation. Cellular states such as Apoptosis and NSC Renewal/Apoptosis are found to be absent in the aNSC model with TCGA-LGG expression profile. Normalized frequencies of ASPC Differentiation and GSC Renewal are also slightly increased in this scenario as compared to the master aNSC model simulation. (**B**) The normalized frequency distribution of the cellular states of general glioma model is well fitted with the simulation outcomes of general glioma model with transcriptomics profile of TCGA-LGG patient cohort. Similar to these analyses, mRNA expressions profile of the TCGA-GBM patient cohort is also given as inputs in (**C**) aNSC and (**D**) general glioma models. In both the scenarios, significant differences are observed between the expected and observed (outcomes from TCGA-GBM) normalized frequency distributions of the cellular states. These results prove that the developed aNSC and general glioma models are capable of differentiating the mRNA expression profiles of LGG and GBM patient cohorts correctly.

Further, the present study was aimed to assess the same transcriptomics profile (TCGA-LGG) on the development of GBM tumor cells (Supplementary Table [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). It was hypothesized here that if the same profile was taken as input in the master general glioma model, then the outputs of the model simulation will be able to capture the developmental dynamics of the tumorigenesis of low-grade glioma starting from the mutated GSCs. It was observed that all the cellular states, which were observed in the master general glioma model, were also appeared in the attractor space of this new model simulation. Furthermore, Chi-square goodness-of-fit test found that the values of the observed normalized frequencies of each cellular state fitted well with the expected normalized frequencies of each cellular state of the master general glioma model (Fig. [5B](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In this new simulation, the mean values of the phenotype predictor scores of the tumorigenic cellular states *viz*. LGG-I (mean 19.00, 95% CI \[18.60 19.41\]), LGG-II (mean 1.10, 95% CI \[0.98 1.22\]), and Grade-IV (mean 0.83, 95% CI \[0.73 0.93\]) were similar to the values observed in master general glioma model (Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Hence, from this retrospective analysis, it was concluded that the transcriptomics profile of TCGA-LGG tumor samples was perfectly matching with the developed master general glioma model and therefore, this model could be used for further testing of other unknown transcriptomics profile to predict the existence of low-grade glioma. This new simulation was also able to indicate the early risk of the development of low-grade GBM in an individual by analyzing the transcriptomics profile of that individual.

Another retrospective analysis was also performed by using the transcriptomic profile of the input molecules, which were differentially expressed in the P53 mutated TCGA-GBM tumor samples collected from the high-grade Glioblastoma patients' cohort (Supplementary Table [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Total 19 transcripts out of the total 53 transcripts of the input molecules were found significantly expressed in the high-grade GBM tumor samples with respect to the normal (control) solid tumor samples (Supplementary Table [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This transcriptomics profile was then provided as inputs in the master aNSC model to assess whether the differentially expressed genes/proteins of the transcripts of the input molecules were able to trigger normal neuronal cell development or not. It was observed that the transcriptomics profile while taken as inputs in the aNSC model were able to shift the NSCs developmental dynamics from the stem cell renewal process to the cell differentiation processes (i.e., NPC and ASPC). The normalized frequencies of cellular states observed in this new simulation were not found consistent with the cellular states observed in the master aNSC model (Chi-square goodness-of-fit test) (Fig. [5C](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). It was observed that the cellular state ASPC differentiation had a higher normalized frequency in the attractor distribution in the new simulation, which signified that the transcriptomics profile observed in TCGA-GBM sample cohort were biased towards the development of astrocytes cells in the neurogenic niche. These astrocytes cells had a higher number of mutations, abundant expressions of Notch and JAK/STAT pathway molecules with rapid proliferation rate, which in turn helped these cells to differentiate and transform into tumorigenic states. Differentiation of NPC was also observed in higher numbers, which indicated that the tumorigenic niche also contained matured (mutated) neuron-like cells. Cellular state Apoptosis was also absent in the new simulation, which was an indicator of the development of tumor cells. Overall, this study depicted that the transcriptomics profile of TCGA-GBM cohort was not helpful to the normal development of NSCs and could trigger tumorigenesis in future time-course.

To check the probabilities for developing high-grade GBM cells from the mutated GSCs a new simulation was again performed on this transcriptomics profile (extracted from TCGA-GBM cohort) by considering it as an input in the master general glioma model (see Supplementary Information). The simulation outcomes showed that although there was no other cellular state appeared in the simulation as compared to the master general glioma model, but the normalized frequencies of the cellular states were not consistent (Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, rejecting the null hypothesis at 99.99% significance level). It was found that the tumorigenic cells *viz*. LGG-I, LGG-II, Grade-IV and GSC/ASPC/NPC were significantly increased in the new simulation (Fig. [5D](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Quiescent cells were significantly reduced, and simultaneously the differentiated NPC cells were increased. These results proved that the transcriptomics profile of TCGA-GBM tumor samples cohort could trigger stem cell differentiation as well as tumorigenesis. The inconsistency appeared between the normalized frequency values were due to the higher number of differentiation of neuronal and tumorigenic cells in the new model simulation.

The reasons behind the inconsistency of the normalized frequencies of cellular states were further analyzed by assessing the phenotype predictor scores. It was observed that the phenotype predictor scores of the tumorigenic states *viz*. LGG-I, LGG-II, GSC/ASPC/NPC and most importantly the Grade-IV tumor cells were significantly increased in the new simulation as compared to the scores observed in the master general glioma model (Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For example, the mean phenotype predictor score of Grade-IV tumor cells was calculated in the new simulation was 3.22 (95% CI \[3.05 3.39\]), which was approximately 3 times greater than the mean score (mean 0.970, 95% CI \[0.873 1.066\]) of Grade-IV cells observed in master general glioma model. The mean scores of other two tumorigenic cellular states LGG-I and LGG-II were 32.72 (95% CI \[32.46 32.97\]) and 3.51 (95% CI \[3.30 3.71\]) respectively, which were also slightly increased in the new simulation as compared to the master general glioma model simulation. On the other hand, the mean phenotype predictor score 133.04 (95% CI \[132.21 133.87\]) of "Quiescent" state in the new simulation was drastically reduced as compared to the mean score 301.827 (95% CI \[300.945 302.709\]) observed in the master general glioma model. Hence, this result indicated that the transcriptomics profile of TCGA-GBM tumor sample cohort was not only triggering the differentiation of mutated GSCs but also lead to the development of Grade-IV (high-grade) GBM cells. Therefore, it was concluded that the master general glioma model could predict the risk of the development of high-grade GBM cells, and simultaneously, the prospective study of the determination of the probable tumor grades could be performed by using its transcriptomics profile.

A case study of screening and ranking of potential drug targets in high-grade GBM cells {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Potential drug targets screening and its ranking by assessing their ability to suppress the Grade-IV tumorigenic cellular state were performed on the developed Grade-IV (high-grade) GBM model. The objective of this study was to check the efficacy of an individual or a combination of protein(s) to suppress the Grade-IV GBM tumor cells in the tumorigenic niche. A detailed description of the methodologies used for the drug target screening is discussed in Supplementary Information. The significant correlation and delay between the temporal dynamics of the Grade-IV cellular state observed in the Grade-IV GBM model (i.e., target signal) with the intermediate signaling molecules (i.e., query signal) was calculated in their corresponding normalized frequency domains (Supplementary Table [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The critical proteins identified from this analysis (Supplementary Table [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) were targeted individually or in combinations in the high-grade GBM model, and the normalized frequencies of the LGG-I, LGG-II, and Grade-IV cellular states were compared with the master Grade-IV GBM model simulation results (Supplementary Fig. [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). It was observed that inhibition of STAT3 protein strongly affected the development of all grades of Glioblastoma tumor cells. Besides, increased activity of MASH1 (or NGN1) protein (TC4) or its higher expression with the inhibition of PI3K protein as a combination (TC5) were able to suppress the LGG-I glioblastoma cells completely but were unable to suppress LGG-II and Grade-IV cells significantly. On the other hand, inhibitions of PI3K/AKT and HIF1A simultaneously (TC6) was necessary to suppress the LGG-II tumor cells, but not the LGG-I and Grade-IV cells in the tumorigenic niche (Supplementary Fig. [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Significant partial suppression of Grade-IV tumor cells was also observed while activating NGN1 (or MASH1) protein in the Grade-IV tumor cells. Therefore, this data suggests that the treatments that activate MASH1 may be useful in anti-GBM therapy as the simulation outcomes depicted the possible suppression mechanisms of both LGG-I and Grade-IV tumor cells in the simulated therapeutic conditions. However, it should be noted that LGG-II tumor cells, which were mostly unaffected by this new in-silico treatment strategy, have the chance to recur as Grade-IV GBM tumor cells in the future.

Hence, from this analysis, it was possible to rank the target proteins, which had a significant effect on perturbing the LGG-I, LGG-II, and Grade-IV tumor cells in the high-grade GBM tumor niche. The ranking for each protein to target the tumorigenic cells is provided in Supplementary Table [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. In the previous experiments, inhibition of STAT3 protein is found highly effective to suppress Glioblastoma tumor cells^[@CR29],[@CR30]^. However, the inhibition of STAT3 protein in cancer therapy also triggers various toxic side effects as this protein is involved in many other signaling pathways responsible for the development of normal neural cell lineages^[@CR31]^. It has been observed that targeting MASH1 by over-expressing this protein in the tumor cells is sufficient for the treatment of high-grade GBM^[@CR32]^. MASH1 is a neurogenic gene and the over-expression of this protein will trigger the differentiation process of neurons from the GSCs present in the tumor niche and would be helpful to redirect the mutated stem cells from further astrocytes differentiation process^[@CR33]^. Applications of such targeted, cell-based differentiation therapy would be very much practical as it has a less chance of developing tumorigenic (or differentiated and mutated astrocytoma) cells after therapy and thus may reduce the probability of tumor relapse.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Population based study on Glioblastoma tumor by TCGA consortium has demonstrated the existence of four different tumor subtypes within the high-grade GBM patient cohort^[@CR34]^. Later, Patel *et al*. have explored the possible cell states with diverse transcriptional programs within the same tumor cells using single-cell RNA-Seq analysis and provided a substantial evidence of the existence of intra-tumor heterogeneity in GBM^[@CR35]^. These studies have triggered several intriguing questions related to the mechanisms of the development of tumor sub-types and the heterogeneous groups of tumor cells within same grade of GBM tumor. Also, the molecular signatures between adult NSCs and tumorigenic GSCs are observed to be similar in various aspects, and it is understood that both of these cells share a common origin of evolution during development^[@CR3]^. However, the dynamic regulations behind the emergence of tumorigenic lineages in the SVZ of the human brain are unknown hitherto.

In this work, a novel approach is proposed to understand the molecular processes involved in the regulations of phenotypic plasticity and renewal of aNSCs in the neurogenic niche. This analysis also helped to understand the molecular mechanisms and differential hierarchy established by aNSC to establish the lineage of GSCs during its development under the exposure of a variety of input signals. The role of juxtacrine Notch signaling and its cross-talk reaction mechanisms are considered for this purpose as the involvement of Notch target genes *HES1*, *HES5*, etc. are proven to be strongly correlated with the regulation of neurogenesis as well as gliogenesis in brain tissue^[@CR36]^. While studying the normal neurogenic and tumorigenic niches, the simulation studies performed on the aNSC, GSC, general glioma and Grade-IV GBM models were also able to show the emergence of different cell lineages (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) which are similar to the observations found in the previous experiments^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. The performance of these developed models was measured by calculating the maximum number of appropriate cell types appeared in a simulation with highest normalized frequency distributions (and Shannon entropy scores)^[@CR39]^. Further, by introducing a novel scoring parameter "Activity Ratio (AR)" score, the active regulatory motifs which played the critical roles to maintain the dynamic balance of this entire developmental process of aNSCs were also identified (Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

It was observed that the three interconnected gene regulatory networks and the P53 dependent apoptotic network, which were responsible for the transcription of marker genes involved in stem cell maintenance, apoptosis, and the differentiation of neurons and astrocytes, were greatly influenced by the activities of Notch signaling network during GBM development (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). On the other hand, Notch signaling network was stimulated by several extrinsic (such as ligands) and intrinsic (e.g., kinase, transcription co-activator, repressors, crosstalk reactions, etc.) factors, which profoundly differed based on the microenvironment of the cancer cells as well as its genomic/proteomic profiles. However, it was observed that Notch pathway alone could not regulate or initiate all the cellular states. For example, to trigger the gliogenesis process, Notch target proteins HES1/5 should be highly abundant in the cells to stimulate the kinase activity of the JAK2 protein and the successive phosphorylation of the transcription factor STAT3 protein. STAT3 is the transcription factor of the gene responsible for the expression of GFAP protein, which is a known marker of astrocytes cells^[@CR40]^. Hence, from this motif identification analyses, it was clearly understood that how the intracellular Notch signaling network performed multiple developmental processes in adult NSCs and governed the neurogenesis, gliogenesis as well as tumorigenesis. This mechanistic understanding further helped to assess the effects of the perturbations within Notch signaling network through which normal aNSCs develop proliferating GSCs and further trigger the development of different grades of Glioblastoma tumor in the human brain.

Finally, it was observed that the core Notch pathway is primarily used in the adult NSCs as a rheostat, which can be tuned by regulating (i.e., mutation, activation, inhibition, etc.) various proteins to achieve desired phenotypic outputs (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Simulation outcomes showed that if the activities of the core component molecules of Notch pathway (e.g., Notch receptors and ligands, γ-secretase enzyme complex, MAML, RBPJ or CSL, HES/HEY, etc.) were very less, then the stem cells would stay at its quiescent state (qNSCs). On the other hand, the cells would lose its stemness or quiescent properties, if EP300 protein had increased activity in the aNSCs/aNSCs. In this case, the stem cells will switch to the differentiation process and develop into matured neurons. The neural stem cells would retain its self-renewing state if the core components of this pathway were abundant in the cells to produce HES/HEY, CYCLIN-D1, etc. proteins periodically and simultaneously possessed the wild-type active P53 protein. Furthermore, if the P53 protein was mutated but Notch pathway was active, then the stem cell dynamics would alter and redirect towards the development of self-renewing Glioblastoma stem cells (GSCs). It was also observed that in the normal, wild-type adult NSCs (with wild-type P53), if the targets proteins (i.e., HES1, HES5) of active notch pathway interact with the JAK2/STAT3 protein, then the developmental dynamics of adult NSCs would redirect towards the development of gliogenesis (i.e., astrocytes) process. It was also observed that the same gliogenesis process could be malfunctioned and lead to the development of Glioblastoma tumor formation if the differentiating cells had mutant P53 protein.Figure 6The rheostat model proposed for Notch signaling network. This model shows the mechanistic regulations of core Notch pathway during the evolutions of different sub-types of normal and tumorigenic cells from adult neural cells.

The master general glioma model, developed for simulating the tumorigenesis process, was also able to predict the developmental routes through which the intra-tumor heterogeneities of tumor cells of different grades emerged in the tumorigenic niche of Glioblastoma (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The critical time points, at which the different grades (sub-types) of GBM tumors and the molecular event of intra-tumor heterogeneity occur, were also possible to extract for analyzing the differences in the molecular profiles of the tumor cells at these critical junctions. Moreover, using the newly introduced phenotype prediction score, it was possible to quantify the probabilities of occurrences of different cellular states as well as tumor grades during the time of tumorigenesis. This scoring technique correctly predicted the bias towards the development of low-grade astrocytoma from mutated aNSCs/GSCs or the bias towards the development of high-grade GBM cells from low-grade GBM. To validate the existence of such bias, a case study was performed considering the TCGA RNA-Seq data from low and high-grade GBM tumor samples cohort as the inputs for master aNSC and general glioma models, respectively. The simulation results correctly predicted the higher probabilities of low grade and high-grade (Grade-IV) GBM tumor cells in the general glioma model (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). After this prediction study, the proposed Grade-IV GBM model was used for screening and ranking of potential drug targets for the suppression of the growth of Grade-IV tumor cells. A novel methodology was developed for this purpose in which Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) technique was used to find out the correlation and lag between the temporal dynamics of Grade-IV tumor state with the temporal expression pattern observed for each pathway molecule. It was observed that the protein molecules correlating higher than 0.6 and lag less than or equal to 3 time-steps with the Grade-IV tumor cell were the suitable drug targets to perturb the Grade-IV tumorigenic signal. In silico perturbations were performed on the Grade-IV GBM model to explore the effects of targeting these identified drug targets individually or in combinations. The drug target (such as MASH1), which showed huge reductions of the normalized frequencies of LGG-I, LGG-II, and most importantly Grade-IV tumor cells, but did not affect the growth of non-tumorigenic cells (NPCs), were considered as the highly preferable target(s) (Supplementary Table [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

To deploy these entire proposed mechanistic models of neurogenesis, gliogenesis and tumorigenesis processes in the field of pathological and prognostic studies of GBM tumor cells, the entire decision-making protocol is provided in a flow chart for its better understanding in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. [10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This protocol can be used in personalized, target-based GBM tumor therapy, in which the patient's omics data (e.g., differentially expressed transcripts, proteins, metabolites, etc.) will be considered as inputs in the proposed model and the chances or risk of developing GBM tumor will be assessed, followed by drug targets screening and identification process. Moreover, the novel scoring techniques (i.e., AR score, Phenotype predictor score) are found to be very much useful for the prediction of the emergence of different tumor grades, its heterogeneity and to find out the potential drug targets for personalized target-based cancer therapy. Based on these methodologies and the protocols, the computational framework proposed in this work can provide better solutions in onco-pathological research.

This work has provided new concepts for better understanding of the biological signal transduction mechanisms in normal and diseased scenarios. The overall methodologies provided here can be applicable to multiple biological processes (such as stem cell development, neurogenesis, tumorigenesis, etc.) and can be implicated for a diverse range of investigations in future. If integrated with robust experimental data, this work would be helpful to substantially advance the understanding of the mechanisms underlying cellular responses to external or internal cues, and refine the current views of the signaling processes. Moreover, the proposed generic models explain the development of de novo tumors and its grades, but these can also show the development of higher grades including Grade III and secondary Grade IV tumor from low grade gliomas (Grade II). Also, one of the limitations of the current modeling strategies proposed in this work is its inability to implement the "clonal evolution model" for simulating the development of tumor sub-clones and intra-tumor heterogeneity. In the future work, this theory could also be implemented by introducing the stochastic mutations on the genes/proteins of Notch and its cross-talk pathways during execution of the simulations of tumor cell models.

Materials and Methods {#Sec13}
=====================

Adult neural stem cell model development and simulation {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------------

The chemical reactions of Notch and its cross talks proteins (JAK2/STAT3, HIF1A, P53, etc.) were compiled from the previously published model of Notch pathway, which was further modified to simulate the developmental dynamics of adult neural stem cells (aNSCs) (Supplementary Tables [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})^[@CR41]^. The reactions were translated into a total of 69 logical equations with 122 logical nodes (Supplementary Tables [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The logical nodes consist of 53 input molecules (i.e., no upstream regulators), 39 intermediate (connected with upstream and downstream) molecules, 25 target (with no downstream) proteins, and 5 phenotypes (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To stimulate the Notch signaling, receptor proteins NOTCH 1/2/3/4 (intermediate proteins) were considered as ON (i.e., increased abundance/activity), and the rest of the molecules (except inputs) were kept as OFF (i.e., decreased abundance) at the initial state (at time, t = 0). At this stage, the constructed model had no mutation (i.e., no time invariable molecule, hence total mutation, μ = 0) and was simulated for the normal development of adult NSCs (denoted as aNSC model). The phenotypes were mapped with different marker proteins described in Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

The simulation outcomes of the model were represented by analyzing the state transition graph (STG), in which the expression vector of all the nodes (i.e., molecules) considered in the logical model simulation at a particular time (*t*) was considered as a "state (*S*~*t*~)"^[@CR42]^. The state transitions path from *S*~0~--\>*S*~1~--\>*S*~2~--\>...--\>...--\>*S*~*T*~ was considered as state transition graph (STG).The transitions of the states were continued until it reached the steady-state levels at time *T*. The state *S*~*T*~ was considered as stable focus or singleton or fixed-point attractor state if *S*~*T−*1~ = *S*~*T*~ = *S*~*T*+*1*~. On the other hand, if *S*~*T*~ = *S*~*T+P*~, then the state *S*~*T*~ was considered as cyclic state with periodicity *P* (see Supplementary Information). In logical simulation, if there are *N* numbers of input nodes present in the developed model, then there exist 2^*N*^ numbers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It should be noted that the attractors in the attractor space obtained in the model simulations are the expression profiles of the intermediate and output proteins considered in the developed models (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In the attractor space, the expression profiles of the marker proteins were extracted from each attractor states (Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Followed this, the phenotypic properties of the attractors were assigned based on the expressions (binary 1 or 0) of the extracted marker proteins for each attractor states. It should be noted that depending on the expressions of the phenotypic marker proteins, multiple phenotypes can be assigned to a single attractor state. For example, the markers of aNSC and NPC can be expressed in a single attractor state, and therefore the attractor state can be further defined as a cellular state depicting the bi-potent state of aNSC renewal and NPC differentiation.

Normalized frequency, Shannon entropy, and activity ratio score {#Sec15}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The normalized frequency of a cellular state in a particular simulation batch is the ratio of its observed normalized frequency to a total number of random initial conditions. Shannon entropy measures the total information content of a simulation batch by measuring the summation of the negative logarithms of the probability mass functions of all the observed cellular states. The "Activity Ratio (AR)" score is calculated for any input protein/node concerning a particular cellular state of the logical model simulation. It is measured by calculating the total number times the node was active (i.e., increased abundance) or inactive (i.e., decreased abundance) within all the random input sequences, which triggered that particular cellular state in the attractor space (see Supplementary Information).

Calculation of phenotype cost function {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------

This function is calculated by measuring the ratio of the average Hamming distance traversed by all the molecules while reaching the particular phenotype/cellular state to the normalized frequency of the phenotypes (Supplementary Information).

RNA-Seq data analyses and differential mRNA expression study {#Sec17}
------------------------------------------------------------

High-throughput, raw RNA-Seq counts data provided by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) were downloaded from high (TCGA-GBM) and low grade (TCGA-LGG) tumor sample cohorts with a P53 mutation on 27th April 2017 from GDC Data portal (<https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/>). The overall statistics of the downloaded RNA-Seq data, which includes 511 and 617 patients from TCGA-LGG and TCGA-GBM cohorts, are provided in Supplementary Table [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The raw HTSeq counts data were further processed and analyzed for differential gene expression (DEG) analysis to find out the transcripts, which were significantly expressed in the LGG and GBM tumor cells in comparison to the normal, solid tumor cells (see Supplementary Information).

Drug targets screening and ranking {#Sec18}
----------------------------------

The molecules, which were significantly positive and negative inducer of high-grade (Grade-IV) cellular state, were extracted through FFT analyses performed on the time course activity sequences of all the intermediate proteins of Notch signaling network. The correlation and delay of the trajectories of the temporal expression dynamics of all the molecules were measured with respect to the reference trajectory of Grade-IV cellular state observed in the STG of "Grade-IV GBM model" simulation study (see Supplementary Information).
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